Abstract-Data publishing plays a major role to establish a path between current world scenarios and next generation requirements and it is desirable to keep the individuals privacy on the released content without reducing the utility rate. Existing KC and KC i models concentrate on multiple categorical sensitive attributes. Both these models have their own merits and demerits. This paper proposes a new method named as novel KC islice model, to enhance the existing KC i approach with better utility levels and required privacy levels. The proposed model uses two rounds to publish the data. Anatomization approach is used to separate the sensitive attributes and quasi attributes. The first round uses a novel approach called as enhanced semantic l-diversity technique to bucketize the tuples and also determine the correlation of the sensitive attributes to build different sensitive tables. The second round generates multiple quasi tables by performing slicing operation on concatenated correlated quasi attributes. It concatenate the attributes of the quasi tables with the ID's of the buckets from the different sensitive tables and perform random permutations on the buckets of quasi tables. Proposed model publishes the data with more privacy and high utility levels when compared to the existing models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many organizations such as medical institutions, government sectors and business organizations publish their data at regular intervals. The published data becomes available to the public and helps to serve as input for further research. This automatically provides the different directions to the scientists to meet the future requirements. Organizations can also be responsible to secure the confidentiality of the people involved in the published data and should also provide a scope to improve the usefulness of the published data.
Published data should be anonymized by the organizations with appropriate anonymization approaches to meet the objectives of the data publishing. Generally, published data contains attributes such as key attributes, sensitive attributes and quasi identifiers [32] . Key attributes can reveal the individuals identity and hence can't be considered for data publishing. Sometimes, it is also possible to obtain by grouping the values of quasi identifiers may expose the privacy of the individuals included in the data set when they are pointed with external repositories [1] . Sensitive attributes have confidential information when compared with other attributes.
Anonymization of the published data can be done only on the basis of publishing type such as one time publishing and dynamic publishing. Different data publishing techniques are K-anonymity, t-closeness, ldiversity, KC -slice, m-invariance and so on [29] . These techniques use either generalization or suppression or anatomization approaches to prevent the published data from various attacks [23] . It should be necessary to reduce the privacy disclosure rate to an acceptable level and also maximize the benefit of the published data [31] . Utility of the published data can be high, only when it contains more number of sensitive attributes. Some of the PPDP models are limited to the data sets which contain single sensitive attribute only [22] . In general data sets contain multiple sensitive attributes. Hence the PPDP models for multiple sensitive attributes are to be considered at most important.
Publishing the models for multiple sensitive is to be considered with extra care and attention. These models should preserve the confidentiality of the people included in the released content from different types of attacks including back ground knowledge attack, membership attack and various other attacks and also these models should exhibit more useful information. Existing PPDP models on multiple sensitive attributes do not satisfy the goals with respect to privacy and utility. The proposed novel KC i -slice model also considers multiple categorical sensitive attributes while publishing the data. Privacy and utility of a sensitive attribute are inter dependent [13] . Dataset is published with high privacy means that it is not possible to expect high utility rate from it. From the published data, it should be necessary to acquire the required utility levels and privacy levels with respect to sensitiveness of the attributes. The proposed novel KC i -slice model moves in this path by acquiring the necessary utility levels and privacy levels on the sensitive attributes and chooses all the sensitive values of a sensitive attribute having equal priority. This model also considers attribute sensitiveness. Based on the sensitiveness of the sensitive attributes, this model considers the sensitive attributes as either high sensitive attributes or low sensitive attributes to acquire more privacy levels with good utility rates. High sensitive attribute is one which contains more number of high sensitive values with contrast to low sensitive attributes, which can be determined by a threshold level [7] .
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Section II explains related work, Section III describes the methodology of the work, Section IV reveals the results analysis, Section V explains the attacks against privacy protection and Section VI focuses on the conclusion with future extensions.
II. RELATED WORK
In today's world, different models are available to publish the data of multiple sensitive attributes. Each model have their own strengths and weaknesses.
Liu et al [9] introduced an approach called as rating for publishing sensitive data and to maintain the correlations among the published data. This approach considers the sensitivity degree of the attributes while publishing the data and also introduces the algorithms to publish the tables. It implements each attribute in an independent manner, which can affect the relations among sensitive attributes.
Liu et al. [7] described a model for numerous sensitive attributes which discriminate the high sensitive attributes from low sensitive attributes using greedy approach and new k-anonymity technique. This model applies the greedy approach to sort the tuples of high sensitive attributes and break the associations among high sensitive values. It can secure the published content from different attacks and requires more execution time.
Yuki et al. [24] proposed an approach for anonymization and analysis of horizontally and vertically divided user profile databases with multiple sensitive attributes. This approach inserts the duplicate values into the original data to protect the data from various types of attacks while publishing. It also uses a separate method to reduce the influence of the noise generated from duplicate insertion and also shows the anonymization method when the participants were only two organizations. It was focused on the analysis of sensitive attributes, but it should necessary to concentrate on the analysis of both quasi attributes and sensitive attributes.
Ashoka et al. [26] described a model on enhanced utility in preserving privacy for multiple heterogeneous sensitive attributes using correlation and personal sensitivity flags. This model concentrated on both numerical and categorical sensitive attributes by also considering the personal sensitivity flags of the record owners. It can also find out the highly correlated sensitive attributes by using correlation. Anonymization operation can be done only on the tuples which require the privacy and publish the remaining tuples as it is to improve the utility rate of the published data. But this work is suitable only for one time publication and does not concentrated on multiple releases.
Maheshwarkar et al. [14] implemented an approach to secure the confidentiality of the published data for numerous sensitive attributes by adding an extra record to maintain diversity and anonymity of the equivalence classes based on the k-factor of the data base. This model can reduce the distortion without performing any tuple suppression. But the k-anonymity may be attacked by using backdrop awareness.
Han et al. [4] demonstrated an approach for multiple sensitive attributes micro data termed as SLOMS. This method uses slicing to split the micro data into different tables and l-diversity algorithm is used to group the tuples. SLOMS approach anonymizes the quasi attributes by using K-anonymity algorithm and MSB-KACA technique is used to anonymize the micro data with numerous sensitive attributes. This model generates large suppression and it takes extra execution time.
Shyamala susan et al. [20] implemented a new model for numerous sensitive attributes using anatomization and slicing. This approach uses vertical partitioning to break the relations between the different sensitive attributes and generate the various sensitive tables by an advanced clustering algorithm. It uses MFA algorithm to bucketize the tuples. This model reduces the suppression rate by using anatomization algorithm and limits the high dimensionality by using slicing algorithm. It safeguards the data against different attacks. This model generates the quasi identifier table and sensitive tables by using slicing technique in an individual manner.
Abou_el_ela abdo hussain et al. [27] introduced a model for multiple published tables privacy preserving data mining. This model introduces techniques to secure the individual privacy when the organization releases more than one table. This paper publishes the two tables by using the concepts of (α,k)-anonymity with lossy join and anatomy technique. [21] implemented a model by considering the sensitiveness of the attributes using k-anonymity and non-homogeneous anonymization for numerous sensitive attributes. Generalization can be performed on the basis of high sensitive attribute. The anonymization of the quasi attributes can be decided only on the basis of cluster sensitiveness. But this model was not implemented on original data sets. Also, it can be cracked by backdrop awareness.
Yifan ye et al. [28] described an anonymization approach by including both anatomy and permutation for securing the privacy in micro data with multiple sensitive attributes. This paper anonymizes the data by using the algorithms called as naive multi sensitive bucketization permutation and closest distance multi sensitive bucketization permutation. This approach is suitable only for one time release and it was not concentrated on multiple releases.
Qinghai Liu et al. [12] demonstrated an approach by using the techniques of clustering and multi-sensitive bucketization for multiple numerical sensitive attributes named as MNSACM. This method considers only two numerical sensitive attributes and does not explain the methodology for more than two numerical sensitive attributes. This method can be applicable to numerical sensitive attributes and which is not suitable for categorical attributes. It is limited to onetime publication only.
Hassan et al [5] described a model to preserve the confidentiality on multiple independent data publishing. This model concentrates on the new direction and introduces a composition attack. It can also provide a solution called as cell generalization to improve the utility rate and individual's confidentiality of the released content. This method combines the different published data sets by maintaining the l-diversity requirements and it was implemented on single sensitive attribute only.
Anjum et al. [1] introduced a model for numerous sensitive attributes using (p,k) -Angelization technique to protect the data from different types of attacks. This model publishes a sensitive table for all the sensitive attributes and a quasi table for all the quasi attributes. It generalizes the quasi values of a quasi table to protect the data from demographic attacks and also increases the privacy levels and utility levels of the published data. It is confined to the case that only a single tuple of a person shou ld be presented in the data.
Ram Prasad Reddy et al [19] demonstrated a new concept on personalized privacy model for numerous sensitive attributes. This approach uses deterministic anonymization on quasi attributes, generalization on categorical sensitive attributes and fuzzy approach on numerical sensitive attributes. Slicing technique is used to partition the dataset into different slices. This method considers only the static data and not assume that each categorical group should have only one occurrence of a value and duplicate value can be represented by higher level value.
Onashoga et al. [18] implemented a model using the concepts of LKC privacy technique and slicing named as KC -slice. LKC model generalizes traditional privacy models [16] . KC -slice model finally releases a quasi table and sensitive table. It does not prioritize the sensitiveness of the attributes and concentrates on only one sensitive value from each sensitive attribute. Hence, there may be a chance to detect the suppressed sensitive values from the sensitive buckets. This method chooses constant privacy level on all the sensitive attributes and does not use any technique to bucketize the tuples and it may lead to similarity attacks. Lakshmipathi Raju N.V.S. et al. [6] implemented a model for multiple sensitive attributes to overcome the pitfalls of the KC -slice model named as KC i -slice to preserve the individuals confidentiality on the released content by considering the attributes sensitiveness. This approach chooses different thresholds to the various sensitive attributes based on their sensitiveness and generates a quasi table and various sensitive tables. This model reduces the similarity attacks by using a semantic l-diversity technique for bucketization of the tuples and produce the acceptable results with respect to privacy and utility. But, the semantic l-diversity technique does not concentrate on the sensitivity levels of the sensitive values and this may affect the individual's privacy on the published content.
III. METHODOLOGY OF THE MODELS

A. Previous Models (KC-Slice & KC i -Slice)
These models choose multiple sensitive attributes while publishing the data. KC -slice model gives priority to only one sensitive value of each sensitive attribute and does not concentrate on the remaining sensitive values of a sensitive attribute even if it contains other high sensitive values. This model does not consider attribute sensitiveness and gives equal priority to all the sensitive attributes. No proper technique is used for the bucketization of the tuples and also produces a separate table to publish sensitive attributes. This approach considers a same level of threshold to each sensitive attribute. This method suppresses a single value for each sensitive attribute which facilitates a scope to recognize a suppressed sensitive value from the sensitive bucket [18] .
KC i -slice model considers the attribute sensitiveness and also gives equal priority to all the values of a sensitive attribute. This approach uses semantic ldiversity algorithm for grouping the tuples and considers different threshold levels to various sensitive attributes based on their sensitiveness. Semantic l-diversity algorithm considers the semantic levels of the values while forming the groups, but it does not consider the sensitivity level of the sensitive values. Consider a bucket having three disease values like HIV, liver cancer and heart attack. These three values can belong to three distinct semantic levels, which satisfies the rule of the semantic l-diversity algorithm [25] . But these The major drawback of the semantic l-diversity technique is its un-ability to restrict the sensitivity attacks. Finally, this approach produces the results in the form of a single quasi table and multiple sensitive tables [6] . Due to this there may be a possibility to associate the sensitive attributes with quasi attributes.
B. Proposed Novel KC i -Slice Model
The proposed model uses a novel methodology to publish the data when compared to the previous models. Initially, anatomization approach is used to separate the sensitive attributes and quasi attributes. Until now all the existing models on multiple sensitive attributes concentrated on only similarity attacks and do not concentrate on sensitivity attacks. To overcome this problem, proposed model designs a new technique named as enhanced semantic l-diversity technique to group the tuples in order to effectively eliminate both the similarity attacks and sensitivity attacks. The methodology of the enhanced semantic l-diversity technique is different from semantic l-diversity technique which is used in previous KC i -slice model. Some of the existing models on multiple sensitive attributes publish data in the form of multiple sensitive tables along with a single quasi table [6] . But the proposed model publishes the data in the form of multiple sensitive tables and multiple quasi tables by using slicing approach in order to completely minimize the all types of linkage attacks. That's why this model is named as novel KC i -slice model.
Let us discuss the proposed novel KC i -slice model in an elaborated manner. The proposed novel KC i -slice model can overcome the pitfalls of the existing models and also produces expected outcomes in terms of utility and privacy. Table 1 shows a slice of the original data. This approach initially splits the entire data set into quasi identifier table and sensitive table by using anatomization approach. Table 2 specifies the quasi attribute table  having The proposed model uses two slots to finish the publication process. As per the first algorithm, initially it can find out the bucket size by all the records on the data set with all distinct sensitive values of each sensitive attribute and also considers each sensitive attribute have a separate threshold level as per the attribute sensitiveness. The proposed approach can also discriminate the sensitive attributes as either high or low based on the number of high sensitive values of each sensitive attribute [7] . It chooses disease attribute and occupation attribute as high sensitive when contrast to the remaining two sensitive attributes. This paper also introduces a new enhanced semantic ldiversity technique to formulate the tuple groups. The methodology of this technique is included in algorithm 1. This approach considers both the semantic levels and sensitivity levels of the high threshold sensitive attribute values. In this approach, initially it categorizes the high threshold sensitive attribute values into either high or low sensitive values based on their sensitiveness for each semantic level. It also considers the ratio of total high sensitive values and total low sensitive values of all the semantic levels of high threshold sensitive attribute while formulating the groups. This method assigns the tuples in to each bucket from both high sensitive category and low sensitive category of all the semantic levels thereby forming the effective groups and also considers the overall ratio of high sensitive values and low sensitive values in order to evenly distribute both high sensitive values and low sensitive values into each group. When a tuple is placed in to a bucket, then it reduces the tuple count from that semantic category and also reduces the tuple count from the overall ratio. By maintaining all these things, it is possible to see both the high sensitive values and low sensitive values into each bucket there by reducing the sensitivity attacks. By considering the semantic levels and sensitivity levels of the sensitive values it can effectively limit the sensitivity attacks and similarity attacks thereby reducing the suppression ratio and increases utility rate of the released content [11] .
Let us demonstrate the example specified in the paper, assume that the threshold levels of the attributes are occupation and disease is 2 and education and relationship is 3 accordingly. In the proposed model bucketization is done based on the disease sensitive attribute. The sensitive attribute education have 4 values of the doctorate, obviously one value is to be reduced from doctorate is depicted in Table 4 , because the maximum threshold of the education is considered as only 3. Table 3 specifies that disease attribute have 3 values of tumor and 3 values of stomach cancer. This model can automatically suppress one value from both tumor and stomach cancer specified in Table 5 . There is no need to suppress any value of the relationship attribute, because the counts of all the values are in the specified range of relationship. As per Table 4 , one value of the exec-managerial in occupation sensitive attribute is to be suppressed. This model also generates different sensitive tables based on their correlation among sensitive attributes to protect the data against various attacks. Highly correlated sensitive attributes of educationoccupation and disease-relationship with their corresponding counts are depicted in Table 4 and Table 5 .
As per the second algorithm, each sensitive bucket should have ID. Table 4 and 5 depicts the sensitive bucket IDs. This model also concatenates the correlated quasi attributes based on the correlation among quasi attributes. Table 4 with one slice of Table 6 resulting in Table 7 and also concatenate the IDs of Table 5 with remaining  slice of  the Table 6 resulted in Table 8 . Finally, this model performs random alterations on the buckets of Table 7  and Table 8 to produce the final tables Table 9 and Table  10 . This model finally publishes sensitive tables Table 4 and Table 5 and quasi tables Table 9 and Table 10 . 
C. Proposed Algorithm Complexity
Initially, this approach partitions the data set into the quasi identifier table and sensitive table, here the complexity is O(n) where n is the number of rows in the data set. It formulate the buckets with size k also needs O(n). To discriminate the high sensitive values from the low sensitive values and to determine the semantic levels of sensitive values needs O(n). To bucketize the tuples with enhanced semantic l-diversity algorithm needs O(n) and suppress the excess values into the specified thresholds and to check the sensitive levels of each bucket can automatically depends on the distinct number of tuples on each block i.e O(n 2 ). To split the sensitive and quasi tables into the multiple sensitive tables and quasi tables also needs O(n). To perform random permutations on the tables also needs O(n).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The following section describes various performance evaluation parameters and their performance on novel KC i -slice model [15] .
A. Loss Metric (LM)
This parameter can determine the loss of all the values of each sensitive attribute only when they are either suppressed or generalized [2] .
As per formula (1) Let N indicate the total suppressed values in an attribute domain. |C| specifies the attribute domain size. Table 11 shows the loss metrics of different sensitive attributes at various levels. As per Fig. 1 , occupation and disease attributes produce less loss even at high privacy levels. The relationship and education attributes produce a considerable loss up to privacy level 25. Fig. 2 specifies the overall loss metrics for all sensitive attributes. According to the Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , proposed model produces good results with respect to the existing two models. 
B. Minimal Distortion
Distortion can be measured by weighted hierarchical distance (WHD), which is used to measure the anonymization at various levels of abstractions. Higher levels produce more amount of distortion with respect to lower levels [10] .
As per formula (2) hierarchy height of a specific domain as t, this ranges from most general level to most specific level. It ranges from 1,2,3,...,t-1,t. Weight between two consecutive domains can be denoted by 1. The value of value of i ranges from 2 to h.
In uniform weight, the value of
For height weight,
Formula (3) specifies the weight between i and i-1 domains in the case of uniform weight and formula (4) specifies weight between the two consecutive domains in the case of height weight respectively. 
Formula (5) is used to measure the distortion between an ordinary tuple and an anonymized tuple. Formula (3) and Formula (4) are used to uniform weight and height weight respectively.
Formula (6) gives the distortion among tables. t j specifies normal table and t j ' specifies anonymized table. Fig. 3 shows that the distortion rates produced by this model are less at initial threshold levels and 0 at all other threshold levels in case of high sensitive attributes. Distortion rates are also decreasing while increasing the threshold in the case of low sensitive attributes. 
C. Suppressed and Unsuppressed Values
D. Utility Gain
Published data utility gain can be measured by the trade-off metrics, which can find out the privacy loss and information gain for each generalization or suppression activity [3] . It can be represented by 
IG c IGPL c
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As per formula (7) be dependent on the type of the anonymization operation used on the published data [8] . The unsuppressed and suppressed values of education sensitive attribute are depicted in Table 12 and Table 13 . As per Fig. 6 and Fig.  7 , the suppression rate can be minimized by increasing the privacy level. No need to consider high thresholds to the education attribute, because proposed model considered as a low sensitive attribute. This specifies that it is possible to obtain the maximum utility rate by applying the required threshold level. The utility gain of heart pain and glaucoma of disease attribute are depicted in Table 14 and Table 15 . According to the Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 specifies that suppression rate is almost negligible at even high thresholds and 0 for remaining all thresholds. This concludes that disease sensitive attribute acquires the highest utility rate at initial thresholds only.
The suppressed values of husband and own-child of relationship attribute are depicted in Table 16 and Table  17 . From Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 describe that the number of unsuppressed values are increased by increasing the threshold. Table 18 and Table 19 highlight the other-service and exec-managerial values of occupation sensitive attribute. As per Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 the suppression rate is less at high thresholds and 0 at other thresholds. As per the results, novel KC i -slice model yields good results when compared to the previous KC -slice and KC i -slice models. Fig.8 . Utility gain of "heart pain" Fig.9 . Utility gain of "glaucoma" 
E. Comparison among Novel KC i -Slice Model with Other Models
The following section describes the effectiveness of the novel KC i model when compared with the KC-slice and KC i models. Fig. 14, Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 show the evaluation of different models for various sensitive values. Table 20 shows the comparison of all the three models for not-in-family of relationship at different thresholds. From Fig. 14 , when contrast to other two models the novel KC i model generates less number of suppressed sensitive values at all thresholds. Table 21 shows that utility level of the novel KC i -slice model is high on all threshold levels against remaining two models. Table 22 shows the suppressed values of some-college in education attribute. As per Fig. 15 , novel KC i -slice model have more number of unsuppressed values, contrast to other two models. The proposed model also produces more amounts of utility levels than the remaining two models for some-college value is depicted in Table 23 . Novel KC i -slice model acquires more than 16% excess utility rate against KC i -slice model and 38% extra utility rate against KC -slice model at threshold 5. The proposed model obtains excess utility levels at all thresholds when compared to the other models.
The suppressed values of exec-managerial at different threshold levels are shown in Table 24 . As per Fig. 16 , the rate of suppression is less at different thresholds in novel KC i -slice model with respect to the existing two models. Table 25 shows that novel KC i -slice model obtains more than 15% excess utility rate against KCislice model and 22% excess utility rate against KC -slice model at privacy level 5. Novel KC i -slice approach acquires excess utility rates for exec-managerial value of occupation at different threshold levels. set called as adult data set and it was used for the experimental investigation [17] .
V. PROTECTION AGAINST VARIOUS ATTACKS
The novel KC i -slice model produces the results in the form of multiple tables to protect the data against all types of linkage attacks. This model introduces a new enhanced semantic l-diversity approach to safeguard the data against the similarity attacks and sensitivity attacks. It publishes multiple sensitive tables and multiple quasi tables to protect the data against table linkage attacks. This model uses different thresholds on different attributes to safeguard the data against skewness attack and homogeneity attack. Due to the size of the bucket, it protects the data against correspondence attack, minimalist attack and backdrop knowledge attack.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE EXTENSIONS
Novel KC i -slice model chooses different threshold levels to each sensitive attribute according to the attribute sensitiveness and also all the sensitive values of an attribute are equally prioritized. To acquire the required utility levels and privacy levels, this paper also introduces a new concept called as enhanced semantic l-diversity algorithm for horizontal partitioning the tuples which considers both the sensitivity levels and semantic levels of the values of an attribute.
The proposed model categorizes the sensitive attribute as either high or low sensitive attributes based on the number of high sensitive values resides in a sensitive attribute. Novel KC i -slice model assigns variable thresholds to the different sensitive attributes with respect to their sensitiveness. It generates multiple sensitive tables for sensitive attributes and multiple quasi tables for quasi attributes based on their correlation to prevent from various types of attacks. Novel KC i -slice model acquires the excellent results with respect to privacy and utility when contrast to the other two models. This model can reduce all types of similarity attacks.
This work can also be extended in the other ways by considering categorical sensitive attributes along with numerical sensitive attributes. There is also necessary to design an algorithm to discriminate the high sensitive values and low sensitive values. This model also to be extended to the distributed data sets using horizontal partitioning and vertical partitioning approaches.
